tion controls, or should control, choices of law.
Despite copious and distinguished commentary, it is fair to say that the consensus we may believe we have reached on the fundamentals of the subject is fragile, tenuous, and probably illusory. It is typical of the field that we tend to subsume all inquiries under a single, undifferentiated question: What are the constitutional "limits" on choice of law? 3 For answer, we conclude that the Constitution 4 polices choices of law for reasonableness, 5 fairness' (by which we generally mean foreseeability), and deference to principles of federalism and comity. 8 But we tend to be quite cautious in connecting these concerns with reported decisions; the Supreme Court's inquiry, we suggest, must of necessity vary with the cases; what will be reasonable or fair in one context may be less so in another. ' We note that the Court's later decisions are concerned with the extent of a state's interest in applying its own law; 1 " want of interest will render application of the state's laws unconstitutional. We conclude that this is because the application of a noninterested 1 1 state's laws would be unreasonable, unfair, and would impinge on the concerns of sister states. 12 But we find scant attention paid to reasonableness, fairness, and comity in these interestanalytic sorts of cases, and we are not entirely clear just how interest analysis reaches the "limits" we suppose to be imposed on a choice of law by the due process clause s or the full faith and credit clause:" 4 reasonableness; fairness and foreseeability; comity and federalism. For this and other reasons, from time to time it is proposed that constitutional analysis should include additional inquiries concerning fairness or federalism issues.
1 5 These suggestions are buttressed by occasional Supreme Court discussions of such issues.
1 6 But candor should compel us to note that, despite all that has been written on the subject, among the modern cases we find not one in which the Court has struck down the choice of an interested state's laws on grounds of unreasonableness, unfairness, want of comity, or any other ground thought relevant to the field. 11 Meanwhile, with this equipment, we continue to discuss the small Reese, supra note 1, at 1600-06. See generally Currie, The Constitution and the Choice of Law: Governmental Interests and the Judicial Function, 26 U. CH. L. RE V. 9 (1958), reprinted in B. CURRIE, supra note 1, at 188; cases cited infra notes 55-58.
11 "Disinterested" carries an extraneous suggestion of impartiality and probably ought to be limited to the context of the "disinterested third state" in which Brainerd Currie used it. Currie, The Disinterested Third State, 28 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 754 (1963) . 12 See, e.g., R. LEFLAR, supra note 1, at 121; R. WEINTRAUB, supra note 1, at 505-06; Reese, supra note 1, at 1597-99.
13 U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1 ("nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law").
14 Id. art. IV, § 1 ("Full Faith and Credit shall be given in each State to the public Acts, Records and judicial Proceedings of every other State.").
15 See, e.g ., Justice Stevens's concurrence in Allstate Ins. Co. v. Hague, 449 U.S. 302, 320 (1981) (proposing federalism test under full faith and credit clause and fairness test under due process clause); R. WEINTRAUB, supra note 1, at 527-28 (full faith and credit clause requires balancing of otherwise reasonable application of law against need for national uniformity of result); Martin, supra note 1, at 230 ("Progress lies ... with a requirement that in applying its own law the state give proper regard to the interests of other states."); Reese, supra note 1, at 1592-94 (due process clause alone imposes two sets of limits, one having to do with fairness and one with federalism).
16 E.g., Allstate Ins. Co. v. Hague, 449 U.S. 302, 321-32 (1981) (Stevens, J., concurring) (application of forum law foreseeable to defendant and sovereignty of sister state not offended); Clay v. Sun Ins. Office, Ltd., 377 U.S. 179, 182 (1964) (Clay II) (quoting with approval Justice Black's dissent in Clay v. Sun Ins. Office, Ltd., 363 U. S. 207, 221 (1960) (Clay I)) (application of forum law fair to defendant who "must have known that it might be sued there").
17 Hughes v. Fetter, 341 U.S. 609 (1951) , is not to the contrary. See infra note 47.
[49: 440 and increasingly irrelevant corpus of old-style Supreme Court conflicts cases; 18 so does the Court, occasionally with disastrous effect upon any possibility of rationalizing the field. 1 9 And we persist in categorizing and discussing these antiques under their respective legal subject matters, rendering improbable any general theoretical understanding. 20 Now, amid these perplexities, we suddenly find the Court preparing some sort of change. Whatever its position on conflicts may have been, the Court now seems to be wavering in it. In its most recent attempt to grapple with the problem, Allstate Insurance Co. v. Hague, 21 a fragmented Supreme Court seems to be searching for a new analysis that will somehow take in these additional concerns of fairness and federalism.
We find Justice Stevens suggesting that separate inquiries be made under the due process clause for fairness and under the full faith and credit clause for concerns of federalism and comity. 22 Justice Powell, with whom the Chief Justice and Justice Rehnquist agree, proposes that a fairness inquiry be thrust into the initial stage of an interest analysis. 2 3 Justice Brennan, whose view is shared by Justices White, Marshall, and Blackmun, does seem committed to a continuing policy of review for state governmental interest alone, 2 ' but that position apparently will no longer invariably command a majority of the Court. 2 5 At this impasse it seems reasonably certain that we will not advance our inquiry very much if we remain faithful to our current perceptions of its parameters. So I would like to offer a simple reformulation and clarification of the issues which I believe will provide a general analytic framework for understanding constitutional review in conflicts cases, and can help us reach a general theory of such review. This article, written in light of this general theoretical approach, will argue that neither fairness nor federalism has played any role in the Supreme Court's supervision of conflicts cases; that the Court in fact has employed a level of constitutional scrutiny in these cases akin to the "minimal scrutiny" used in other cases challenging the constitutionality of applications of state law; that a more refined or restrictive scrutiny would be inappropriate in view of fundamental national policy goals, and unworkable in view of constraints upon the Court in conflicts cases; and that the Supreme Court should therefore reject current proposals for tighter constitutional control over the choice-of-law process.
I. A GENERAL ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK FOR UNDERSTANDING CONSTITUTIONAL REviEw IN CONFLICTS CASES
Suppose we pluck up from the mass of disparate, undefined, and unseparated concepts having something to do with "limits" on choices of law the single, broad notion of lack of "interest," usually intended to convey that a state needs some rational basis for applying its laws. Let us give this concept the importance of a separate, affirmative heading and call it "power." By that we will mean the power of a state to regulate a particular controversy by its laws. The Supreme Court determines the existence of such power by considering whether the particular controversy falls within the state's legitimate sphere of interest or legislative concern.
Next, we will more narrowly define the class of remaining concepts, which includes such matters as reasonableness, fairness, and comity, as a class not simply of "limits," but of limits on the power of an interested state.
Finally, let us suppose that each of these two classes of concepts will be the object of its own distinct line of inquiry. On the question of "power," the inquiry will be limited to the narrow question whether the issue in controversy is within the sphere of legitimate legislative interest of the state whose law is sought to be applied. Whatever minimal degree of reasonableness, fairness, or comity the existence of a state governmental interest may imply, there is no inquiry under this heading for reasonableness, fairness, or comity as such. Our interest analysis will produce a conclusion with respect to power only. Under the second question, however, the question of "limits," the inquiry may concern itself with reasonableness, fairness, or comity beyond the minimum that the existence of acknowledged state power already implies. That is be-cause this second inquiry has to do with limits on the power of an interested state, not with limits on state power generally. This simple reorganization of the issues is not semantic juggling. It will enable us to construct a general theoretical framework for analyzing the problems of constitutional review of choices of law.
What we have done is to put interest in its correct relation to the constitutional question, as the source of state regulatory power, rather than as a disconnected concept that in some indirect way helps determine the limits upon that power. This is consonant with our understanding of the source of state lawmaking power in other contexts. 28 The question of the existence of power can now be sorted out from the question of the Wisdom or fairness of its exercise.
One consequence is that each inquiry is clarified in relation to the other. Given one inquiry about power, and a second inquiry about limits on the exercise of acknowledged power, we can now see that the second inquiry is subordinate to and dependent upon the first. If a state lacks legislative power, questions of the wisdom or fairness of the exercise of its power simply cannot arise. 27 It will be of no constitutional consequence, then, that an application of a noninterested state's laws is also unfair: interest analysis preliminarily will have revealed the application to be arbitrary and unreasonable; thus, the application already will have been struck down.
It becomes apparent that this second inquiry, concerning limits on the power of an interested state, cannot be brought into play even where the forum has power, if the forum is the only interested state. Where the forum is the only such state, no other state's laws may be applied constitutionally, and therefore no question of want of comity or of contrary expectation can arise. Thus, this second inquiry concerning "limits" has meaning only in 26 That is, the "acknowledged power of a state to regulate its police, its domestic trade, and to govern its own citizens." Gibbons v. Ogden, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 1, 208 (1824) (economic regulations affecting interstate commerce). There seems little fundamental difference between the police power and other formulations. All are summarized by the statement that the source of state legislative power is the state's governmental interest, and the limit on the exercise of that power is some conflicting national policy. With respect to economic regulation affecting liberty of contract, see Nebbia v. New York, 291 U.S. 502, 509 (1934) 
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The University of Chicago Law Review [49:440 the so-called "true conflict" 2 8 case, in which the concerned sovereigns have conflicting policies that would be advanced by application of their respective laws to the particular controversy.
We can now discern theoretical levels of constitutional scrutiny of choice of law, similar to those found in other areas of constitutional law: minimal scrutiny, 2 9 which can only review as arbitrary and unreasonable the choice of a noninterested state's laws in a false conflict case and will always sustain the choice of an interested state's laws in a true conflict case; 30 and restrictive scrutiny, 3 1 which can review the choice of an interested state's laws for such deficiencies of reasonableness, fairness, or comity as the Supreme Court might further determine to control in cases of true conflict.
We now can begin to distinguish between the minimal reasonableness, fairness, or comity that minimal scrutiny requires, and the sort of reasonableness, fairness, or comity that restrictive scrutiny would require. The distinction emerges with nice clarity. Cases raising issues appropriate for restrictive review 2 might include, for example, cases in which the defendant's conduct was au- REv. 341 (1949) . The restrictive scrutiny here identified posits a specialized inquiry into the fairness and comity of an act of an interested state. It is thus best discussed in its own terms. If, however, an analogy would be helpful, the closest may be review under the commerce clause of the act of an interested state. See, e.g., Bibb v. Navajo Freight Lines, Inc., 359 U.S. 520 (1959) .
32 Examples are discussed infra part III-D.
thorized or protected by the laws of an interested state where the defendant acted; cases in which a party moved unilaterally and unforeseeably to the forum state after the transaction or occurrence giving rise to the litigation; cases in which the validity of a contract, trust, devise, or marriage, or the legitimacy of a birth, was called in question solely because of a contact with an interested invalidating state; cases in which the plaintiff was forced to a defendant-favoring forum; and cases in which the defendant is a state. These cases seem to be candidates for restrictive review because in them the fact of the forum's interest alone may not of itself resolve the problems of fairness or comity presented: the lack of foreseeability of the choice of law on the part of the regulated party in the first two examples, and disturbances in the functioning of the multistate system in all of them. If in conjunction with this reformulation we refer to discerned national policies bearing upon interstate litigation and to technical considerations bearing on the feasibility of review, we will have a general theory of constitutional review of conflicts cases, with power to resolve the question whether minimal or restrictive scrutiny should furnish the level of review; and, if the former, to resolve in various contexts the question whether some exception might be made to the general rule of minimal scrutiny.
In sum, then, state governmental interest is the source of state legislative power. Minimal scrutiny of a choice of law under the Constitution will operate to strike down the application of a noninterested state's laws as arbitrary and unreasonable. Application of an interested state's laws can be struck down on grounds of unreasonableness, unfairness, want of comity, or other defect only through restrictive review. Policy and functional considerations relevant to the field suggest that in conflicts cases, review should be limited to minimal scrutiny for state interest alone.
II. THE SETTLED POSITION: MINIMAL SCRUTINY OF STATE CHOICES
OF LAW
What are the constitutional limits on state choices of law? When the question is put in that capacious way, particularly if two or three unreconstructedly territorialist cases (in which a choice of law actually may have been struck down)s 3 are thrown into the hopper, it will not be wholly inaccurate to conclude, as writers tend 33 See cases cited infra notes 43, 53.
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variously to do, 4 that the Constitution polices state choices of law for fairness or reasonableness or comity. But this conclusion will be somewhat misleading.
Once the problem is examined from the general viewpoint outlined in the previous section, one's way of stating existing law on this question will undergo a rather striking transformation. For it has been, or ought to have been, clear since the great watershed opinions of Justice Stone in Alaska Packers" 5 and Pacific Employers 3 6 that there are, in fact, no limits whatsoever on the choice of an interested state's laws. It will, indeed, be familiar learning to toilers in these vineyards that under Pacific Employers, an interested state generally may apply its own laws in its own courts, just as it is understood that under the rule of Home Insurance Co. v. Dick, 3 7 a noninterested state generally may not. Under Dick, application of a noninterested state's laws will be struck down as arbitrary and unreasonable. Scrutiny for the minimal interest that empowers a state to regulate has become, precisely, minimal scrutiny. There is no peg beyond "arbitrary or unreasonable" 3 8 on which to hang a constitutional question. 9 Of course, a minimum of fairness and reasonableness will always be assured by a process that weeds out the arbitrary and unreasonable; and serious offense to principles of comity or federalism is unlikely to be offered by application of minimally reasonable, nonarbitrary law. But it is essential to appreciate that the level of review employed by the Supreme Court nonetheless has been that of minimal scrutiny.
It must be conceded that the revolution launched by Pacific Employers did not happen all at once. One cannot point to an un-'U See supra notes 5-8 and accompanying text. 35 Alaska Packers Ass'n v. Industrial Accident Comm'n, 294 U. S. 532 (1935) . Stone became Chief Justice in 1941.
' Pacific Employers Ins. Co. v. Industrial Accident Comm'n, 306 U.S. 493 (1939) . 37 281 U. S. 397 (1930) . 38 This was the phrase employed by Justice Stone in Alaska Packers, 294 U.S. at 542. 39 This is not to say that actual Supreme Court decisions will always fall into one category or the other. The Court has been notably reluctant to strike down the application of a noninterested state's law where a traditional choice-of-law rule has pointed to the result, see, e.g., Day & Zimmermann, Inc. v. Challoner, 423 U.S. 3 (1975) Moreover, and at some cost, the Court appears to have evaded the ultimate confrontation with the traditional rules: the problem of the false conflict. 4 ' 8 In cases in which the laws of the place of injury, for example, would bar the plaintiff, and where the law of the forum would assist the plaintiff's case, the forum is the only interested state. 9 If constitutional interest analysis were fully congruent with ordinary conflicts interest analysis, the laws of the place of injury could not constitutionally be applied in this situation. But so unwilling has the Court been to declare unconstitutional an application of traditional choice rules that in no modern case has it sustained an application of forum law, as against the law of the (noninterested) place of injury, on the ground that the forum was the only interested state. 8 (1936) . In Yates, the forum's choice of its own law favoring the widow-beneficiary suing on a life insurance policy was struck down because the forum failed to give full faith and credit to the laws of the place of contracting. This holding is so Bealean that modem discussions usually treat the case as if it had been decided on due process grounds, pointing out, as the Yates Court had in its description of the facts, id. at 179, that the forum's only connection with the case was as the after-acquired residence of the widow. See, e.g Rsv. 181, 236-42 (1977) ("[T] he interests of the involved states should generally be determined as they exist at the time the case is presented to the court, and when subsequent changes in residence produce a mix of interests different from those existing at the time of the transaction, the new interests should be the ones considered by the court."). These writers variously recognize exceptions for unfairness, for rules that threaten to chill freedom of interstate movement, or for forum shopping.
which the Court relied substantially and with increasing confidence upon minimal scrutiny for state interest alone. 5 5 The Court then fell silent in conflicts cases until 1979, when, in Nevada v. Hall, 56 minimal scrutiny re-emerged full-blown and in modern dress. The series forms a vivid display of the extent to which the Court has been willing to tolerate parochial applications of forum law. Most of these are hard cases indeed-true conflicts, in which the Court permitted the interested forum to override the laws of another interested state. 57 The series thus exhibits an impressive commitment to minimal scrutiny-a reluctance to use fairness or comity as checks upon law chosen on some rational basis.
It is true that in 1980 a doubtful note was struck in the case of Allstate Insurance Co. v. Hague. 58 There, the minimal-scrutiny opinion for the Court was able to muster only a plurality of the Justices.
5 9 As it stands, of course, Hague represents only the last of 12-13, 15 (1962) . 56 440 U.S. 410 (1979) . See infra notes 96-100 and accompanying text. 57The exceptions are chiefly among the workers' compensation cases, in which the Court has avoided consideration of the concerns of nonforum states. See also infra note 78. Brainerd Currie suggested that because the choice-of-law question generally does not arise in compensation proceedings (as is true also of criminal and divorce proceedings), compensation cases cannot be evaluated as "false" conflicts even where they actually present false conflicts; in these cases a state can only apply its own law or remit the parties to another forum. Currie, supra note 10, at 20 n.45, reprinted in B. CuRRIE, supra note 1, at 201 n.45. But this is also roughly the circumstance where a choice of nonforum law would trigger a conditional dismissal on forum non conveniens grounds, in a case in which foreign law would be less generous to the plaintiff. It is equally useful in both contexts to be able to understand whether or not the nonforum sovereign has any interest in regulating the controversy.
" 449 U. S. 302 (1981) . 59 Justice Brennan wrote the opinion for the plurality, in which Justices White, Marshall, and Blackmun joined. 449 U.S. at 304. Justice Powell wrote the opinion for the minority, in which Chief Justice Burger and Justice Rehnquist joined. Id. at 332. Justice Stewart took no part in the case. In view of the fact that only eight of the Justices were sitting, the failure of minimal scrutiny to command a majority would have been without long-term significance, but for Justice O'Connor having assumed Justice Stewart's seat. He had been a long-time member of the minimal-scrutiny majority, see, e.g., Nevada v. Hall, 440 U.S. 410 (1979) . Her views are not known. a series of cases in which an application of forum law was -sustained on the basis of the forum's governmental interests alone, despite challenges on grounds of both fairness and federalism.
These cases are worth a closer view, and the best way to provide it is to single out from among them those particularly difficult cases as to which it might be supposed that unfairness to the regulated party, or disregard of important values of federalism, should have made a difference. These can show in sharper relief the power of an interested state to apply its own laws, free from review for fairness or for deference to principles of federalism.
A. The Nonrole of Fairness
In considering, first, whether fairness limits the choice of an interested state's laws, one thinks at once of Watson v. Employers Liability Assurance Corp., 6 0 not only because it has often seemed to commentators an extreme example of the freedom of a forum state to apply its own laws," 1 but more immediately because we now have it on the highest authority that the result was unfair. In the recent case of Rush v. Savchuk 2 on a question of personal jurisdiction, the Supreme Court struck down on due process grounds the "functional equivalent" 3 of the direct action statute it had sustained in Watson as a matter of choice of law.
In Rush, Minnesota created a forum for litigation of its resident's tort claim against a nonresident driver by authorizing at-'0 348 U.S. 66 (1954) .
" See, e.g " 444 U.S. 320 (1980). 3 Id. at 333 (Stevens, J., dissenting). But see id. at 330 (Marshall, J.) (disputing that the state attachment procedure was the "functional equivalent" of a direct action statute). To Justice Marshall, Rush and Watson are technically distinguishable. Trial of the tortfeasor would be unfair in Rush while trial of the insurance company would be fair in Watson. Moreover, the tortfeasors in Watson might have been amenable to process in any event had adequate long-arm legislation been available at the forum. But the real question is whether Minnesota in Rush could have founded the litigation on a direct action statute. The Court seemed, by the manner in which it distinguished Watson, to assume that the direct action statute would have passed constitutional muster. Id. at 331 n.19. If that is so, the question is whether the technical distinction between the two techniques ought to have made a constitutional difference. I doubt that; those offended by the result under the technique of Seider v. Roth, 17 N.Y.2d 111, 216 N.E.2d 312, 269 N.Y.S.2d 99 (1966), would surely be offended by the result on the same facts under a direct action statute; and those numerous courts and scholars who assumed that both techniques were constitutional held equally plausible views. What makes the constitutional difference, then, is the fact that "minimum contacts" analysis applies in cases like Rush and does not apply in cases like
Watson. See also infra note 71.
tachment of the driver's insurer's obligation to defend and pay any judgment 6 4 the technique of the New York case of Seider v. Roth.
6 5 The Supreme Court struck down the assertion of jurisdiction over the nonresident for want of "minimum contacts." The Court was vague about the manner in which such a proceeding would be unfair to the tortfeasor; the insurer is the real party in interest in such cases. But the Court concluded that the exercise of jurisdiction did not "comport with 'traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice.' "66
In Watson, Louisiana also created a forum for litigation of its resident's tort claim against a nonresident, not through the Seider v. Roth technique, but by legislating a direct action against the insurer on behalf of the tort victim.
6 7 Reasoning that Louisiana had a legitimate interest in its resident's recovery, the Court permitted the direct action to go forward under forum law. 68 This was in the face of the "no action" clause in the insurance policy, valid under any other relevant state's laws. Louisiana was thus allowed to alter the contractual obligations of one nonresident corporation to another. In Rush, on the other hand, the Court criticized the state court's emphasis upon the state's interest in furnishing a forum for its injured resident, expressing the view that the state court should have concerned itself with the problem of fairness to the defendant. 69 Although the direct action and Seider mechanisms do differ, the differences scarcely seem of constitutional dimension. only that it is a fact. When constitutional scrutiny is minimal scrutiny, issues of fairness, foreseeability, minimum contacts, federalism, what-have-you, are irrelevant. There are no defenses to the application of an interested state's laws.
The workers' compensation cases form another useful example of the Supreme Court's willingness to tolerate an "unfair" application of an interested state's laws. It is always unfair to employers for courts to exceed the limits of the compensation statute under which the employers operate. That is not simply because of their reliance upon statutory or administrative benefits schedules in maintaining a particular amount of compensation insurance. The compensation system at bottom represents an old but ongoing political compromise .7 Enterprises are required to maintain funds for no-fault payments to disabled workers. But the quid pro quo for this forced benevolence is the employers' statutory immunity from suit.
7 4 To stand trial on allegations of negligence in the workplace is not only expensive, inconvenient, and bad for business; it also exposes business to substantial verdicts. It is the last thing employers want.
But the ubiquitousness of the employers' statutory immunity from suit may be somewhat misleading. There are differences among state laws, usually judicially developed, that could make all the difference to an employer. Many states permit an employee to sue a third party, such as the manufacturer of a defective machine.
7 5 Some states will permit the third party to sue the employer over, thus setting up an end run around the prohibition of down after-acquired residence's exercise of Seider jurisdiction but reserving judgment as to whether forum as after-acquired residence of plaintiff could, without more, apply its own plaintiff-favoring law); World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 294, 299 (1980) (holding place of injury lacked minimum contacts where law of place of injury could constitutionally be applied); Kulko v. Superior Court, 436 U.S. 84, 98 (1978) ("The fact that California may be the 'center of gravity' for choice-of-law purposes does not mean that California has personal jurisdiction over the defendant. 
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The Supreme Court's workers' compensation cases-none of which actually raises the issue 7 -make clear that an interested state with pro-employee common law rules can judicially repeal a pro-employer state's employers' immunity provision. The strongest case is probably Carroll v. Lanza. 79 There the Court assumed, however erroneously, 0 that it was dealing with a true conflict between a state permitting the employee to sue a prime contractor for damages and a state protecting the prime because the prime was a statutory "employer" and thus potentially liable for compensation. The Court permitted the forum, as the place of injury, to entertain the suit, despite the fact that such an action was barred under the laws of the place of contracting, where the coverage was maintained and the employment relationship was centered. 1 This was done in the teeth of legislation at the place of contracting vesting exclusive jurisdiction of a claim against an employer's prime contractor in the local compensation board. Yet as strong as the case seems, it is fully sustained by the analysis in Alaska Packers ism? It might be supposed that the full faith and credit clause would police state choices of law at least to protect important values of federalism.
Yet it is a significant feature of minimal scrutiny in conflicts cases that the full faith and credit clause no longer operates as a discrete instrument of constitutional control; 8 3 it merely accompanies the due process clause, or stands in for it, when minimal scrutiny takes place. This is so despite the implication of the clause and the act of Congress implementing it 4 that full faith and credit might be due to some particular state's legislative acts. This neutralization of the full faith and credit clause was an inevitable consequence of Chief Justice Stone's perception that more than one state might have legitimate regulatory interests in a given matter, 8 5 and his conclusion (first reached in Alaska Packers and freed from the doctrinal difficulty of interest-weighing in Pacific Employers) that each such state ought to be allowed to vindicate its own laws and policies in its own courts. 8 8 The practical implications of the transformation were substantial. After Pacific Employers, the determinate full faith and credit clause was, for all practical purposes, extinct: the Supreme Court would no longer seek to compel all states to apply some particular state's laws to a particular sort of controversy. The goal of uniformity of decision was relinquished. It became possible for the interested forum to regulate foreign as well as local events. As we have already seen, the interested forum could disregard settled propositions of another interested state's laws. So, in the workers' compensation cases, when the state where the worker is insured vests exclusive jurisdiction over compensation claims in that state's agencies, the jurisdictional provision, while binding there, is not binding elsewhere. The interested forum is free to take jurisdiction.
8 7 And so, as in the Watson case, as well as in the compensation cases, the terms of an agreement, however enforceable under the laws of the state where the agreement was made, may be disregarded by the interested forum.
Moreover Hall. 9 In Wells, the plaintiff executrix, unable to effect service of process elsewhere, was forced to file suit in Pennsylvania." 0 Perhaps because Pennsylvania law was disadvantageous to her, she brought her case in federal court; 91 Pennsylvania was one of the few states that would apply its own period of limitation in an action for wrongful death under another state's wrongful death act, even where the foreign statute, as is usual, contained its own limitation period. 92 Despite this peculiarity, the Supreme Court affirmed the judgment under Pennsylvania law barring the executrix's wrongful death suit. The suit was timely under the statute sued upon-that of the place of injury, where both she and her decedent had resided.
Of course it was not "unreasonable," in the minimal scrutiny sense, for the federal court to apply Pennsylvania law. Pennsylvania's interest in barring the plaintiff's suit under a statute of limitations aimed at protecting the forum from the trial of stale death claims might be an attenuated one in federal court, but Pennsylvania had an additional substantive interest in protecting its resident manufacturers from late-blooming wrongful death suits. Nor was there any fairness problem in the case, as the Supreme Court has defined conflicts fairness. The plaintiff and her decedent could reasonably foresee that the state where the defendant manufacturer could be found would try the case and apply its own laws protecting the resident manufacturer. But the case does not seem "reasonable" or "fair" in some further sense. Under our general analytic framework, we would identify the choice of forum law in Wells as raising a problem of federalism. The application of Pennsylvania law seems troubling because of its policy implication that one injured by a defective product in interstate commerce may be deprived of a remedy through the vagaries of interstate litigation-that the rights of an aggrieved person may shift or disappear as that person travels across state lines. 93 Wells thus supports the view that concerns of federalism play no role in constitutional control of state choices of law. But the phrase "concerns of federalism" may admit of a number of meanings. In Allstate Insurance Co. v. Hague, Justice Stevens identified one of these as a respect for the "sovereignty" of the sister states." Is there, then, constitutional protection for the state whose sovereignty would be affronted by an application of some other state's law? Such a case would be presented, surely, where a state is a party to the litigation. But, as Justice Stevens himself recognized, there has been no constitutional control in this situation. 5 Yet it might be supposed that where a state is itself a defendant in another state's courts, the concerns of federalism would be so acute that the interested forum's freedom would have to be circumscribed, not only to apply its own law, but to take the case at all. It might be supposed that even if the full faith and credit clause did not speak to this situation, sovereign immunity or some other common law principle of comity would control.
Thus, I doubt that a more forceful demonstration of the Supreme Court's commitment to minimal scrutiny can be found than the recent case of Nevada v. Hall, "6 where the concerns of the defendant state were powerfully and specifically invoked, yet were ineffective to impugn the choice of an interested forum's laws. In Hall, a California pedestrian had been injured on a California highway by a driver employed by the University of Nevada. The Supreme Court allowed California to summon Nevada to trial in California courts, to apply California law to the question whether Nevada was entitled to the defense of sovereign immunity, and to decide under California law whether Nevada's liability was unlim- ited-all in the teeth of Nevada's own statute waiving its tort immunity only in its own courts, and then only to a limit of $25,000.
Despite the problem of enforcement and the danger of retaliation, both of which were pointed out by the dissent, 97 the majority reasoned that California had a legitimate interest in providing full recovery for its resident injured there, and that no principles of federal law limited the power of California to advance this interest. 98 The result, permitting California to disregard Nevada's localizing and limiting legislation, nevertheless may seem rather startling. The Court's commitment to minimal scrutiny had not been exhibited since its last conflicts case in 1965. 9 1 Moreover, it had always been supposed that a state could not be sued in a sister state's courts. The Supreme Court had suggested as much. 100 Of course, if one assumed the Court would adhere to the minimal scrutiny cases already noted, 1 01 the result in Nevada v. Hall was quite predictable. But if ever there was a role for a more restrictive scrutiny in the name of federalism, it was in Nevada v. Hall, where a state sought from a sister state the dignity of trial in its own courts, or at least trial under the terms of its own waiver of immunity. Yet the Supreme Court rejected the view that comity should limit an interested forum's choice of its own law.
Were it possible for a doubt to remain on the nonrole of federalism in constitutional review of choice of law, that doubt finally would have been laid to rest in the Hague case.
10 2 There, seven of the eight sitting Justices rejected Justice Stevens's solitary proposal 103 that principles of federalism be brought to bear upon state choices of law through review under the full faith and credit clause. Nevertheless, we must pause for a moment at Hague, because it raises a doubt about the future of minimal scrutiny.
C. The Hague Problem
In the Hague case, the Court in a plurality opinion by Justice Brennan 04 permitted Minnesota, the after-acquired residence of the plaintiff widow/administratrix, to treble the liability of the de-cedent's insurer, as that liability would be defined under the laws of Minnesota, the only state relevant to the case either at the time the insurance was obtained or at the time the insured-against risk occurred. Both the plurality and the minority-seven of the eight sitting Justices-endorsed in terms the principle of minimal scrutiny for state interest alone. 10 5 One might suppose that nothing could better exemplify the settled status of minimal scrutiny. But a closer look reveals that the Court is divided on the issue.
A sense of unfairness in permitting the after-acquired residence to expand the obligations of the defendant-a taint of retroactivity-troubled the Hague Court; all of the Justices felt that under the 1936 case of John Hancock Matual Life Insurance Co. v. Yates, 06 the state of after-acquired residence could not without further contact with a case regulate the case for its resident's benefit. Justice Brennan's plurality opinion avoided Yates by finding other contacts between the state and the controversy so that he did not have to pitch the case wholly on the residence of the widow. He reasoned that Minnesota was not only the state of her present residence, but also a place where the defendant insurer was doing business; moreover, the decedent had commuted to work there for some years. 10 7 Justice Powell's opinion for the dissenters proposed that the constitutional interest analysis should be a two-pronged one, consisting of a fairness inquiry first, followed by an interest inquiry proper. 1 0 But the minority was then unable to identify any unfairness in the case-surely a disappointment, having created the prong. The minority found, and Justice Stevens agreed (as did the plurality), that there was no unfairness in the case because the application of Minnesota law had been foreseeable to the defendant. 109 One who insures the well-being of a driver who commutes to work in Minnesota can foresee that injury and death to the insured might occur there and thus that Minnesota might acquire an interest in the insurer's liability-even though Hague's death had not, in fact, occurred there. 110 The minority then fell back upon the supposed infirmity of the after-acquired residence, an infirmity in the abstract, and concluded that Minnesota had not been an interested state. 1 ' Now, with deference, the question of fairness cannot arise until the existence of state power is determined, because it would accomplish nothing to test a noninterested state's laws for fairness. 1 Thus, despite the minority's attempt to respect the principle of minimal scrutiny in terms, its proposal actually would require that the choice of an interested state's laws be reviewed for fairness. In short, the minority was proposing restrictive scrutiny.
In effect, this was also the proposal of Justice Stevens, except that he would not pause to inquire into state interest at all. He doubted whether any forum state could be said to be a noninterested one; the forum state would always have an interest in the administration of justice in its tribunals. " s Thus, four of the Jus-110 Justice Brennan pointed out that Minnesota courts would not automatically apply the law of the place of injury, id. at 316 n.22, but agreed for the plurality that the choice was foreseeable.
"I Id. at 337. In Justice Powell's view, the facts that the insurer did business in the forum state and that the insured worked in the forum state did not support the choice of law either. 
L. REV. 1 (1963). See generally RESTATE ENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 6 (1971).
These concepts essentially encourage varieties of interest-weighing and are helpful in resolving true conflict cases.
tices seem prepared to abandon minimal scrutiny. 1 1 It becomes of some importance, then, to understand just what advantages minimal scrutiny has offered, and what is at stake should it give way to a more restrictive review of choice of law.
III. THE VIRTUES OF MINIMAL SCRUTINY

A. National Conflicts Policy
Certain interrelationships among the Supreme Court's conflicts, jurisdiction, and judgments cases suggest policies that support minimal constitutional control of choice of law. Although such policy considerations do not furnish a wholly consistent or decisive argument in favor of minimal scrutiny, inevitably they must exert important pressures upon the Supreme Court. For, of course, national substantive policies manifest themselves in our curfent arrangements for private litigation in interstate cases, as a little reflection upon the ' character and interworkings of our established institutions of interstate litigation will reveal.
There is a peculiar, skew quality in the administration of multistate litigation, a warp amounting almost to a bias. One would have to read in blinkers such cases as International Shoe Co. v. Washington,'" Pacific Employers Insurance Co. v. Industrial Accident Commission,""" Hughes v. Fetter The chosen forum may then apply its own law; 122 indeed, it may not withhold its laws so as to discriminate between those of its citizens whose claims arise within and those whose claims arise without the forum state. 12 The plaintiff's choice of forum will be preserved even where a more concerned state under its own laws has established "exclusive" adjudicatory or legislative jurisdiction over the matter.1 2 4 Where the plaintiff's choice of forum is defeated by a federal interdistrict transfer, the initial choice of law at the transferor forum will be preserved. 125 Most importantly, the resultant judgment will, be enforceable in every state-even where it is based on an erroneous choice of law.
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What policies could support such seeming bias in our institutions of interstate litigation? These arrangements, it seems plausible to suggest, are part of the paraphernalia we employ to regulate a great common market and to rationalize a stubborn federalism. The bias we have identified seems essential to those functions. So it is that the American tort plaintiff, for example-whether the victim of a defective product in interstate commerce or of a careless driver in interstate transportation-generally will not be defeated by territorial limits on state power.
127 This is one of the ways in which we effectuate policies promoting the safety of the interstate market or of the nation's highways. So it is also that the contract creditor's right generally will be preserved, despite the multistate aspects of a transaction. 2 8 We would like to provide as decent protection for the beneficiary of a trust or devise, or the partner to a marriage; it would not comport with a sound federalism to permit settled arrangements, and the expectations built upon them, to fall apart as litigation crosses state lines. 2 Choice of Law such cases in matching national litigational institutions to our validating policies. The system does not work very well in cases in which plaintiffs cannot be expected to carry the "right" flag, 13 0 and it breaks down when the plaintiff is forced to an unfavorable forum. In such cases, multistate policy must depend for effectuation upon refinements in the common law choice rules at the local level, absent statutory intervention at some level. 131 Yet conflicts law has not been inadequate to this challenge; the conflicts laws of the several states in fact reveal similar biases to those identifiable in the national system and are key to the functioning of that system: local pro-defendant, invalidating law will often be displaced by law chosen after multistate remedial and validating policies are taken into account. 132 Conflicts law has always reflected the underlying purposes of substantive law; it makes little sense for a state's conflict-of-laws rules to be at cross purposes with the widely shared substantive 132 The classic case is Milliken v. Pratt, 125 Mass. 374 (1878), in which the place of making was selected as the choice rule for contracts, as tending to validate them, in part on the ground of commercial convenience. In Milliken, the domestic defense had in any event been repealed after the contract was made. But choice of foreign law to avoid disfavored local defenses is not always sound as legal process; the better resolution is a straightforward overruling of the disfavored position. Compare, e.g., Pevoski v. Pevoski, 371 Mass. 358, 358 N.E.2d 416 (1976) (applying forum law to issue of interspousal tort immunity in action between resident spouses, after abrogating forum's interspousal tort immunity rule) with Miree v. DeKalb County, 433 U.S. 25 (1977) (applying state law to decide third-party beneficiary rights to airport safety under federal contract, on ground that state law better vindicates national safety interest than asserted federal rule). But where forum law is statutory and the court is unable to construe it narrowly, the resort to foreign law may seem preferable to application of the forum's statute. E.g., Offshore Rental Co. v. Continental Oil Co., 22 Cal. 3d 157, 583 P.2d 721, 148 Cal. Rptr. 867 (1978) (en banc). See generally R. LFLAR, supra note 1, at 212 (which state has "the better law" is a legitimate "choice-influencing consideration").
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policies reflected in the state's laws generally. 1 33 Whatever the underlying purposes of substantive law may be, law is by and large intended to be enforced, and the plaintiff is generally an agent of enforcement. Thus, even the traditional conflicts rules reveal biases in favor of the tort victim 1 3 4 and the contract creditor," 5 as well as biases in favor of the holder of certain settled rights. s Moreover, American substantive law has become increasingly protective of such interests. Since the turn of the century, the burden of statistically inevitable accident, for example, increasingly has been shifted to defendant enterprises and away from injured workers, consumers, and travelers.
1 3 7 The familiar reasoning is that 133 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 6(2)(e) (1971) (factors relevant to a choice of law include the basic policies underlying the particular field of law). The policies underlying the law of tort are, inter alia, compensatory, risk-spreading, and deterrent; the policies underlying the law of contract are, inter alia, enabling and compensatory. Section 6(2)(e) is thus, essentially, a direction to consider the sovereign's concern for the plaintiff. See also R. WEINTRAUB, supra note 1, at 270-71 (" [The] pervasive trend in tort law [toward risk distribution] suggests a result-oriented presumption for the resolution of true torts conflicts. Apply the law favorable to the plaintiff.").
', Reference to the place of injury rather than the place of defendant's conduct facilitates recovery where the defendant's conduct was intended to conform with standards acceptable at the place of conduct, as for example in products liability cases after "concern for the plaintiff is . . . the ratio of the lax loci rule").
135
Reference to the place of making rather than the place of performance will tend to I36 The laws of the place of celebration of a marriage, see RESTATEMENT OF THE CON-FLICT OF LAWS § 121 (1934), would tend to validate the marriage, for couples travel from an invalidating to a validating state to marry. On the other hand, the validity of a devise would seem to enjoy no particular protection under the laws of the place where the decedent died domiciled, id. § 306, nor would the validity of a living trust of personalty under the laws of the situs of the assets, id. § 294(1).
137 One needs only to recall such developments as the emergence of products liability from the early privity-of-contract position of Winterbottom v. Wright, 152 Eng. Rep. 402 (1842) [49:440 defendants are in the better position to insure against risk and to spread the cost of doing so, and that such risk-spreading, because it is also risk-shifting and remedial, may on the whole be advantageous to interstate commerce. 138 Similarly, the nationwide enactment of the Uniform Commercial Code, and the character of the Code itself, suggest that much of the law of contracts has become more validating and less preoccupied with the construction of defenses; we expect enforcement of agreements.
As American substantive law has moved toward this more plaintiff-favoring position, American conflicts law has followed suit. The Supreme Court has taken the lead, building the permissive litigational institutions just noted, including the rule of minimal scrutiny in choice of law. Against this background, most of the states have abandoned the traditional choice rules, once thought to be constitutionally required, and have opted for newer approaches. 3 9 The new approaches to choice of law have in common a widely noted tendency to result in the application of forum law-in other words, of plaintiff's law. 140 For whether a court considers the "gov- 
803.04(2) (West 1977).
The bar of contributory negligence has been widely abandoned in favor of comparative fault; the fellow-servant rule is yielding to respondeat superior; charitable and intrafamilial immunities are crumbling. At the same time, the interstate market has become subject to broad federal intervention, both for reasons of health and safety and to police fairness in trading. the modern techniques tend to arrive at plaintiff-favoring solutions for precisely the reasons we have identified in reflecting upon those "interests," "policies," and "needs."
It is possible, of course, that the pendulum is ready to swing back." 45 The nineteenth-century view that enterprise needs protection from liability may reappear as a vaguely "supply-side" position that "too much" law enforcement hampers production. And given today's crowded court dockets, we may be ready for a legal system in which even contract creditors find it harder to sue or to get to the jury.
But if the Supreme Court is seriously contemplating restricting the reach of an interested forum's law, whether in the name of fairness or federalism or what-have-you, there is no escaping the fact that the validating, risk-spreading, or remedial purposes of prevailing American substantive law will be subordinated pro tanto to the enterprise-protecting policies of the shifting handful of spasmodically idiosyncratic states in which plaintiffs would not choose to litigate some given issue.
Whatever generally rosy light these considerations may shed upon American litigation, they will not fully explain the Court's commitment to minimal scrutiny in conflicts cases. The very polito products liability reads: "The plaintiff should be given the choice of several designated 
CHOICE-OF-LAW PROCESS 139-80 (1965).
With respect to plaintiff orientation in contract cases under modern choice approaches, see Leflar, supra, at 24 ("The modem tendency is to sustain the validity of any contract made in good faith by parties in a fairly equal bargaining position if it would be validated by the law of any substantially connected state .... ). U.C.C. § 1-105 (1977) also will tend to validate contracts. In the absence of a stipulation to the contrary, forum law is mandated, and the plaintiff generally has the choice of forum. In any event, the law of the forum is the Code, which is generally validating and enabling.
141 Currie, supra note 10, at 9, reprinted in B. CURRIE, supra note 1, at 188; RESTATE-MENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 6(2)(b) (1971 seem utterly at odds with the institutions of interstate litigation just described and the concerns of federalism underlying them. The Court's late pronouncements on "minimum contacts" seem to inhabit a policy universe of their own. Although this is not the occasion for a full-dress discussion of these developments, 149 we have already noted the manner in which the Supreme Court reviews these cases in our brief consideration of Rush v. Savchuk. 1 50 "Minimum contacts" scrutiny will limit even the power of an interested state to assert jurisdiction over a nonresident. If the Court were to employ the analytic framework laid out at the outset of this article, it would begin with an interest analysis and follow with an analysis of fairness and federalism concerns; the Court now performs all of these inquiries in jurisdiction cases through "minimum contacts" scrutiny. But it is clear enough that "minimum contacts" scrutiny is restrictive scrutiny, within the meaning of our general framework. Moreover, the later cases are increasingly restrictive, in the sense that a variety of fresh requirements have been imposed on a state's assertion of long-arm jurisdiction."" This does not necessarily mean that the pendulum left dangling a few paragraphs ago already has begun to swing back, and that the conflicts cases shortly may become subject to similar restrictive scrutiny-perhaps even to "minimum contacts" scrutiny-or that the Court has lost sight of the national interest in facilitating litigation for the interstate plaintiff. Rather, in view of the widely noted restrictiveness of the recent jurisdiction cases, it appears that the Court may have been relying exclusively upon jurisdictional control to monitor both jurisdiction and choice of law. 152 Control of jurisdiction may have seemed preferable to the Court to more direct control of choice of law. The burden of fairness in interstate litigation could be pitched on a single preliminary question of jurisdiction, very much the same question in every case. Some limits could be imposed on the resourcefulness of the forum-shopping plaintiff. The policy problems (and the structural difficulties to which I shall next turn) that arise when restrictions are placed on interstate litigation would be confined to a narrow range. On this view, the seemingly inconsistent turn taken in the jurisdiction cases might best be understood as yet another measure of the Court's strong commitment to minimal scrutiny of choices of law.
B. Structural and Doctrinal Constraints on Supreme Court Supervision of Choice of Law
What has been said thus far suggests that unfairness or federalism problems in the choice of an interested state's laws will not be regulated by the Supreme Court, at least not directly. That was a burden thrown off in Alaska Packers and Pacific Employers, one that the Court has refused to reassume even in some very hard 320 (1980) , the Court struck down the assertion of adjudicatory jurisdiction by the state of the plaintiff's after-acquired residence over a nonresident driver. Under the laws of the place of injury and previous joint domicile of the parties, the plaintiff would have been barred by both contributory negligence and the guest statute. Thus, even in the absence of any contacts with the forum state other than the unilateral move of the tort victim there, the tortfeasor could have been exposed to liability from which his own state protected him. See D. CAVERS, supra note 140, at 146-47. In Kulko v. Superior Court, 436 U.S. 84 (1978), the Supreme Court barred an exercise of long-arm jurisdiction by the plaintiff's residence, where its laws would have expanded the obligations of the nonresident defendants on an out-of-state contract. Justice Brennan has taken the view that unfairness in choice of law should be taken into account explicitly as a factor limiting assertion of jurisdiction. World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 311 n.19 (1980) (dissenting opinion). In World-Wide, the forum's assertion of long-arm jurisdiction was barred; under its laws, the defendant sellers apparently would have lost a defense of contributory negligence available in design defect cases at the previous joint [49:440
cases. An understanding of why the Court abandoned determinate constitutional control-control that would require application of some particular state's laws in a given case-will shed light on the Court's reluctance to impose restrictive scrutiny upon choices of law today.
To require full faith and credit to the laws of some particular state, the Supreme Court would have had to establish a set of constitutional conflicts rules: if the Court were going to make choices, then a way of choosing would have had to be found. The Court could have forced some wholly new approach upon the states. Or it might simply have elevated into constitutional commands the choice rules then prevailing. It was this latter alternative that the Court adopted in such cases as New York Life Insurance Co. v. Dodge 1 5s and Bradford Electric Light Co. v. Clapper. 154 Apart from the uniformity this alternative would have seemed to promise, it would have commended itself to the Court as tending to preserve the Court from an extensive and perhaps unwarranted lawmaking effort.
But the disadvantages of the position were soon all too evident. Every case on two-state facts, including every federal diversity case, had suddenly become, at least potentially, a constitutional one. This uninteresting new burden, entailing so questionable a use of Supreme Court resources, might have been borne if only the Court could have brought uniformity of result to interstate cases. But the then-prevailing conflicts rules, no less than the approaches current today, produced results as to which reasonable people could, and did, disagree.
It must have seemed increasingly inappropriate to force all states as a constitutional imperative to apply the laws of the place of contracting, when the Justices could not always agree where that place was. Moreover, and in part for that reason, it was not clear that the rules the Court had adopted were the right rules. Yet to force the desired uniform result upon the states entailed forcing the increasingly dubious method. This left the states powerless to develop alternate rules or approaches. Meanwhile, the Court found itself under the very obligation it had sought to avoid: the need to construct a federal common law to justify particular forced choices 
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of law. In this the Court was in the bizarre position of having to second-guess state judges in matters as to which a long course of common law decision, but little constitutional jurisprudence, could guide it. Moreover, Congress could not easily intervene even under the powers granted to it in the full faith and credit clause, " 6 once the choice rules were graven in constitutional bronze.
Most tellingly, the new federal common law remained unpersuasive; there seemed no compelling reason in these cases to require the forum state to defer to some other state's laws. There might be cases-as Justice Brandeis observed in his celebrated Dodge dissent-when the forum would clearly have sufficient interest to ground lawmaking power.
15 7 Similar reasoning defined the scope of the police power in commerce clause cases. " s And given that power, why should the existence of another interested state make a difference? In any event, as Justice Stone pointed out, literal enforcement of the full faith and credit clause in cases of true conflict would mean that neither interested state could ever apply its own laws in its own courts. 5 9 Thus, for doctrinal, structural, and institutional reasons, the Supreme Court could not long remain in the role it had seemed to envisage for itself in the pre-Alaska Packers era. Yet a mere shift from determinate to indeterminate control could not guarantee freedom from all of these difficulties. If the Court was to scrutinize a choice of law not only for interest, within the meaning of the Dick case, 160 but also for fairness or comity, in the manner of its personal jurisdiction cases, ghosts of the past would inevitably haunt it.
Of course everyone would agree that a losing party should not have been subjected to laws wholly arbitrary as applied to that party. But if a party is within a state's legitimate sphere of interest, application of that state's laws will always be nonarbitrary as 1I" "And the Congress may by general Laws prescribe the Manner in which such Acts, Records and Proceedings shall be proved, and the effect thereof." U.S. CONST. art. IV, § 1.
167 New York Life Ins. Co. v. Dodge, 246 U.S. 357, 382-83 (1918) (Brandeis, J., dissenting) ("Is the subject-matter within the reasonable scope of regulation? Is the end legitimate? Are the means appropriate to the end sought to be obtained? If so, the act must be sustained .... ).
See supra note 26. '5' Alaska Packers Ass'n v. Industrial Accident Comm'n, 294 U.S. 532, 547 (1935) ("literal enforcement of the full faith and credit clause ... would lead to the absurd result that . . . the statute of each state must be enforced in the courts of the other, but cannot be in its own"). [49:440
Choice of Law they affect that party and reasonable within our understanding of the requirements of federalism. Thus, to impose further scrutiny upon the choice of an interested state's laws would put the Supreme Court in the position of having to balance what is reasonable against what is more fair or less parochial. This was the sort of challenge to its common law powers that the Court averted when Alaska Packers gave way to Pacific Employers. Just such entanglements as those would enmesh the Court today, if fairness or federalism were to limit the power of an interested state to apply its law to a case. At the core of the difficulty lies the fact that the Court would have to find reasons why a state with a legitimate need to regulate a controversy should not be allowed to do so. This is precisely the sort of chore the Supreme Court has been declining all along, when it adopted, as well as when it relinquished, determinate full faith and credit, and again when it abandoned interest-weighing. There would be this difference: the Court would not turn for the content of the new federal conflicts rules to traditional choice-of-law rules; it would be forced to a higher level of creativity. The Court that has given us "purposeful availment" in the jurisdiction cases can hardly contemplate such a prospect with enthusiasm.
Of course there are some state actions that do require a more refined scrutiny than "rational basis" scrutiny or interest analysis can afford."' Such state actions will generally be found to have an important characteristic not shared by choices of law. They will make inherently suspect classifications, or raise other urgent and intrinsically important challenges to fundamental rights and values. In contrast, a choice of law in a true conflict case raises only the question which of two well-meaning sister states, with equally plausible but divergent views on a point of law, should be allowed to prevail on the point in a particular case. The challenge to state action in a substantive constitutional case is based on a perceived conflict between that state action and substantive national policy. But the choice of one state's laws over another's fails to impinge upon any substantive national policy. To the extent we can discern any national policy at all concerning choices of law, it counsels us to limit, not strengthen, constitutional control.
16 2 Given the expenditure of the Court's creative resources that would be entailed in fashioning law for restrictive review, a nonarbitrary but "unfair" "I See supra note 31. 162 See supra part III-A.
choice of law seems inappropriate for such review, now as much as in the past.
The expenditure of the Court's creative resources would indeed be significant. Even if review were limited to the question of fairness and confined to an inquiry concerning foreseeability, we could not say with confidence that the Court would not have to create a substantial body of federal common law, exponentially multiplied in courts below, to deal with that inquiry alone. And we could not confidently assert that such a body of common law would be persuasive or have predictive power. What is "foreseeable" to the corporate defendant doing business in every state?
163
Will a state's rules of law have to be codified to provide the necessary specificity or notice?"" Does a tortfeasor acting at home foresee that the tort victim's state may govern the tort?" 6 5 Does it make a difference whether the victim was injured in the tortfeasor's state or the victim's? 6 320, 328-29 (1980) . 161 Insufficient specificity in the forum state's statutory manifestation of its regulatory interest was thought, in part, to warrant striking down the assertions of personal jurisdiction in Kulko v. Superior Court, 436 U.S. 84, 98 (1978); Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186, 214 (1977); and Hanson v. Denckla, 357 U.S. 235, 252 (1958 S. 66 (1954) (victim injured at home). David Cavers argued for a principle of preference in the true conflict case, under which the defendant acting in his own territory ought to have the benefit of his own law. D. CAvRs, supra note 140, at 146-48 (1965) . See also Neumeier v. Kuehner, 31 N.Y.2d 121, 128, 286 N.E.2d 454, 457-58, 335 N.Y.S.2d 64, 69-70 (1972) (quoting Judge Fuld's second rule in his concurring opinion in Tooker v. Lopez, 24 N.Y.2d 569, 585, 249 N.E.2d 394, 404, 301 N.Y.S.2d 519, 532-33 (1969) ) (in true conflict between plaintiff's state and defendant's state, law applied is that of the place of injury).
187 Here we have scope for a most fecund and uncompelling federal common law. It will be observed that assumpsit-like cases (in which a prior contractual relationship gives rise to a tort duty) are uniquely suited to the approach now influential in some European courts, selecting the law of the sovereign that is the "seat of the relationship." F. Warren, 475 F.2d 438 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 856 (1973) . There the surgeon and patient entered into a relationship, the metaphysical "seat" of which commentators have overwhelmingly found to be in the surgeon's home state, because the patient went there to be diagnosed and again to be treated by the surgeon. For conflicts purposes, will it make a difference if the diagnosed patient returns indecisively home, then telephones in his decision to undergo surgery? A the forum if the place of injury is in some third state? 6 s And do the parties foresee an application of law simply because traditional choice rules once would have led to the application?" 9 What is the time at which foreseeability is measured? Surely if regulation by the forum is not foreseeable at the time of contracting it may become so at the time of breach.1 0 And what of the situation in constitutional difference? Despite the difficulty of locating it, the existence of a "seat" in assumpsit-like cases may persuade some of the Justices that out-of-state malpractice is a likelier candidate for restrictive review of forum law than out-of-state accident. But suppose a passenger-driver or an employee-employer relationship (wherever entered into) exists between the parties to an out-of-state accident. Would the constitutional result shift? Would that make sense? And what of the important matter of products liability? It seems clear that the place of injury/domicile of the plaintiff not only can, but should, apply its own remedial laws. But that is not because the sales "relationship" has been entered into in that state. There is no ground on which to discriminate between a mail-order and an in-person plaintiff.
1" To continue the products liability example, supra note 167, should the state that affords recovery to its residents injured at home by defective products purchased within the state, or even products purchased in the defendant enterprise's state, extend protection to its residents injured in some third state? The harder question would be how to deal with residents injured in the defendant's state, the question considered in another context, supra note 166. It would seem that if the plaintiff in Watson v. Employers Liab. Assurance Corp., 348 U.S. 66 (1954) , had purchased and used the home permanent while on a visit to Illinois, where the product was manufactured, and injured herself there, in an action in Louisiana against the manufacturer Louisiana should be able to apply its laws to protect her, assuming jurisdiction. Although the forum would have no contact with the case other than as the residence of the plaintiff, and although Home Ins. Co. v. Dick, 281 U.S. 397 (1930), is widely misread to stand for the proposition that such a forum cannot constitutionally apply its own law, it is questionable whether the foreign facts in the hypothetical variant of Watson furnish a legitimate or rational basis for the proposed discrimination among Louisiana residents. The contrary result indeed may be constitutionally required. Hughes v. Fetter, 341 U.S. 609 (1951); see supra note 47. The defendant, moreover, could "foresee" application of Louisiana law, for the same sort of reason the insurer defendant in the Hague case could "foresee" Minnesota law. Putting its product into the stream of commerce, it must have known it might be subject to the law of any state in the country;, the fact that the injury did not occur in Louisiana could not alter this assessment of foreseeability. Thus, application of forum law in such a case might survive even a restrictive scrutiny. 170 In Clay v. Sun Ins. Office, Ltd., 377 U.S. 179 (1964) (Clay II), the insurer received premiums for two years, mailed from the after-acquired residence of the insured, and the insured-against risk occurred there. At the time the insurer refused to pay, it was clear that the plaintiff's new domicile had acquired interests in the plaintiff's welfare. In Kulko v. Superior Court, 436 U.S. 84, 93-95 (1978) , even if the defendant husband believed his support obligations under the New York agreement were governed by New York law, he must have perceived, after his children joined their mother in California, that he might be in breach of some California obligation when he refused to augment payments to take account of the mother's expanded responsibilities for the children. Thus, the Court conceded that 17 5 Thus, the Court would be pressed to broaden its search for plausible reasons to limit the power of an interested state to apply its own laws. But because in every case the Court by hypothesis would be reviewing a nonarbitrary, minimally fair state action, its search for limiting principles could produce at best only a common law of prudential considerations, plausible in some cases, less plausible in others, unpersuasive, and lacking in predictive power. At worst, such an effort will produce a jurisprudence of strained formalism, anachronistic territorialism, inconsistency, and paradox. I do not make these gloomy predictions in vacuo. The reader may have recognized that most of these dangers have been realized, more or less, in the personal jurisdiction cases. The very constraints that have thus far operated to deter the Court from restrictive review of conflicts cases surely should have counseled similar caution in the jurisdiction cases. Yet the Court has returned recently to the jurisdiction problem, perversely plunging more deeply into the "minimum contacts" quagmire. 1 7 6 The later jurisdiction cases exhibit precisely the sort of awkward, ad hoc fashioning of less-than-plausible "reasons" that the Court has so determinedly skirted in conflicts cases.
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In attempting to say what exercises of long-arm jurisdiction are foreseeable (or, perhaps in attempting to evaluate the forum's interest), the Court has imported a new and puzzling formalism into interstate litigation, requiring, apparently, a specificity in long-arm legislation that seems in fact to have no genuine function. 1 7 But the Court has been unable to confine fairness scrutiny to an inquiry concerning foreseeability, 178 for precisely the reasons we have already predicted would work to the same effect in conflicts cases. An almost medieval notion of submission to jurisdiction has been the consequence, elaborated in an ungainly jurisprudence of "purposeful availment. 84 (1978) , the defendant sent one child to California at his own expense and then preoccupation with convenience to defendants has been indulged at the expense of convenience to plaintiffs in interstate litigation and thus at the expense of underlying national litigation policies. 18 0 Yet convenience of defendants has also proven an essentially unhelpful test of jurisdiction; 18 " ' convenience has given way to an anachronistic new, territorialism, in which principles of federalism require recognition of thee continuing importance of state lines, without reference to fairness to, or the convenience of, defendants.'
One suspects that these sorts of difficulties are intrinsic to any scrutiny more refined than minimal scrutiny in interstate litigation cases. One has only to look with a cold eye at the jurisdiction cases for a preview of what restrictive scrutiny of choice of law might entail for the administration of interstate justice.
C. "Minimum Contacts" for Conflicts Cases
If we regard the new territorialism and formalism of the perput his ex-wife to litigation to obtain support for both children, id. at 87-88; why was this not a "purposeful availment" as far as California's adjudicatory jurisdiction was concerned? In Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186 (1977), why was an undertaking to serve as a director of a Delaware corporation not a "purposeful availment" as far as Delaware's adjudicatory jurisdiction was concerned? Id. at 213. Indeed, the purposeful availment component of both Kulko and Shaffer is rendered ludicrously irrelevant to the results by the Court's suggestions that the respective forum states could assert jurisdiction constitutionally by enacting more specific long-arm legislation. See supra notes 164, 177. 180 See supra part III-A. " ' See, e.g ., Rush v. Savchuk, 444 U.S. 320, 328-30 (1980) (assertion of jurisdiction by attachment of tortfeasor's insurer's obligation to defend and pay any judgment impermissible, even though insurer is real party in interest and will pay tortfeasor's litigation expenses). Justice Brennan, dissenting in World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 300-01 (1980), pointed out the futility of the convenience standard today. The courthouse located conveniently next door may lack constitutional adjudicatory power, while one hundreds of miles from home, yet in the defendant's own state, will be able to summon the defendant to appear. See Buckley v. New York Post Corp., 373 F.2d 175, 184 (2d Cir. 1967) (Friendly, J.). In addition, it is becoming increasingly anachronistic to speak of inconvenience. Interstate travel today involves a minimal investment of time and money. Finally, forcing the plaintiff to seek out the defendant, rather than forcing the defendant to come to the plaintiff, seems antithetical to national litigation policies. See supra part HI-A. This suggests that at the very least a plaintiff's convenience ought to be taken into account. sonal jurisdiction cases with an unenthusiastic eye, how then would we view application of a "minimum contacts" analysis to conflicts cases? An important recent work has proposed that "minimum contacts" be extended to control state choices of law as well as exercises of adjudicatory power.' It will therefore be of some interest to reflect upon the consequences of importing such scrutiny into constitutional conflicts cases.
There would be the theoretician's satisfaction in having at last a single unified analysis for both jurisdiction and choice of law. But that satisfaction may be gained by employing minimal scrutiny for governmental interest alone in both fields.2 84 "Minimum contacts" would seem to bring some assurance that concerns of fairness or federalism that cannot be vindicated by minimal scrutiny would be given new prominence in constitutional conflicts cases. But there would also be distinct disadvantages.
The Court would have to relinquish a substantially functional inquiry to consider such nonissues as whether the party to suffer adversely from a choice of law has submitted to the legislative jurisdiction of the chosen state by purposefully availing itself of the benefit of its laws; and if so, whether the benefit obtained was commercial or merely domestic.' 8 5
The Court would have to try to distinguish the well-settled minimal-scrutiny cases unless it was willing to overrule them. Distinctions seem available, but tend to be unconvincing. 186 It is difficult, for example, to distinguish a minimal-scrutiny case like Clay v. Sun Insurance Office, Ltd. 87 from a restrictive-scrutiny case like Kulko v. Superior Court. 88 In Clay, an action on an insurance policy, the after-acquired residence of the plaintiff insured was permitted to apply its own law in the plaintiff's favor, expanding the contractual time in which suit could be brought. In Kulko, however, an action for additional child support, the residence of the plaintiff mother was not permitted to apply its long-arm statute to enable her to sue the father there. It cannot distinguish the two cases that in Clay, the insured-against risk occurred where the plaintiff resided, for in Kulko the decision of the children to join their mother surely made her residence the place where the need for support arose. 1 8 9 It cannot distinguish the two that in Clay, the insurer contemplated the risk of foreign law by issuing a policy with world-wide coverage and then accepting premium payments sent from the insured's later residence; in Kulko, the father had signed an agreement specifically contemplating performance of his support obligation in California, the mother's residence. 190 In Clay, it is true, the defendant was licensed to do business in the forum. But that business was unrelated to the subject of the litigation; it could at most buttress the forum's independent interest in recovery for its insured. In Kulko, although the forum was held to lack "minimum contacts" with the defendant father, his actual contact with that state was intimately related to the subject of the litigation: his children were living there with his consent, and he was failing to support them. In any event, in each case a forum with powerful adjudicatory and legislative interests sought in its own courts to assert those interests, foreseeably to the defendant at the time of contracting.
Coupled with the awkwardness of overruling or distinguishing cases like Clay and, as noted earlier, Watson, 191 would be the awkwardness of -disregarding the Court's repeated pronouncements that the interested state, lacking adjudicatory power over a dispute because lacking "minimum contacts," could nevertheless with perfect propriety regulate the same case in another state's courts. 92 Despite these sacrifices, "minimum contacts" would provide only the bluntest of instruments for conflicts cases. Consider the case in which a defendant waived "minimum contacts" objections to personal jurisdiction. It is reasonable to assume that such a waiver would not be a "purposeful availment."' '9 It follows that, for want of "minimum contacts," the forum would be unable to apply its own laws in its own courts to favor its own resident as against a defendant within its jurisdiction. Yet the difference be- 192 See supra note 71. x' For purposes of deciding the choice-of-law issue, the defendant's submission to jurisdiction after commencement of the litigation could hardly be thought to amount to a submission to the laws of the forum.
[49:440 tween a "minimum contact" and an impingement upon the state's policy concerns hardly seems to warrant interference in the name of due process with an exercise of state power this well-founded.
An inhibiting aspect of the proposal is that under a regime of "minimum contacts" scrutiny, the Court would have to declare unconstitutional certain quite sound applications of traditional choice rules. As we have seen, the Court has long avoided the question of the constitutionality of the traditional rules in cases where even a minimal scrutiny would have revealed the problem.
194 But "minimum contacts" scrutiny would render unconstitutional a traditional choice even where interest analysis would fully support it. In World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 95 for example, the Court struck down for want of "minimum contacts" the long-arm statute, as applied, of the place of injury. How would the interested place of injury fare, then, if the identical standards applied to a choice of law?"' Finally, the proposal would be ineffective to deal with intractable problems in the field. Wells v. Simonds Abrasive Co., 1 9 7 for example, would remain uncorrected. The plaintiff forced to a hostile forum probably would have "submitted" to the legislative jurisdiction of the state by resort to its courts in a way that the waiving defendant does not. 19 8 The "submission" of the plaintiff who comes to the defendant's forum to sue would leave the Supreme Court helpless to regulate such classic examples of forum parochialism as Lilienthal v. Kaufman. 99 The exercise in restrictive review would have been pointless.
Of course "minimum contacts" scrutiny is a straw man. The question to be addressed, rather, is the feasibility of a simple, direct, and functional restrictive review under the general theoretical pensate plaintiff to protect resident medical creditors, although no resident medical creditors were involved in the case at bar), but in the sense that it would seek to maintain the safety of its roads by deterring the distribution of defective automobiles in interstate commerce. The forum's safety concerns were not discussed in Lanza, Justice Douglas apparently taking the view that the tort claim in that case was purely compensatory.
1-345 U.S. 514 (1953).
See supra text accompanying notes 90-93. 118 The plaintiff has elected to start up the machinery of a legal system it knows in advance to be concerned with the defendant's welfare. The waiving defendant, on the other hand, is simply relinquishing a right to another place of trial.
" 239 Or. 1, 395 P.2d 543 (1964) . See supra note 173.
framework here advanced. As we have seen, policy problems and institutional constraints 00 suggest the Unwisdom of such a course for conflicts cases generally. But would restrictive scrutiny be advisable or feasible for some exceptional conflicts cases?
D. Restrictive Scrutiny of the Exceptional Case
In part I of this article, I was able to identify only a few classes of cases for which restrictive scrutiny would be likely to make a difference, cases in which the fairness or federalism issues would remain unresolved by minimal scrutiny for state interest alone. These were:
(1) cases in which the defendant's conduct was authorized or protected by the laws of an interested state where the defendant acted; 20 1 (2) cases in which a party moved unilaterally and unforeseeably to the forum state after the transaction or occurrence giving rise to the litigation; 202 (3) cases in which the validity of a contract, trust, marriage, or devise, or the legitimacy of a birth, is called in question solely because of a contact with an interested invalidating state; 203 such a bad result, not so bad as to warrant exceptional restrictive review. Rosenthal v. Warren°e is a familiar example of the case (1) situation. That New York, the forum, had an interest in the full recovery of its resident, the plaintiff widow, has not always seemed to commentators sufficient to resolve their doubts about the fairness of permitting her to recover in full against the defendant surgeon. The tortious act-the negligently performed operation causing the death of the plaintiff's husband-took place in the defendant's state, under whose laws the defendant's liability for wrongful death would have been limited to $50,000.207
The proposition that a defendant should be able to rely on his own law when acting in his own territory is an appealing one, but where the defendant injures not a resident of that territory but an outsider (particularly where, as in Rosenthal, he knows the plaintiff is an outsider), that proposition does not merit the status of a constitutional command. It might be suggested that it was inappropriate for the federal court to apply New York law in Rosenthal because New York lacked "minimum contacts" with the defendant surgeon; under current Supreme Court jurisprudence, it is believed that the Rosenthal Court did not have jurisdiction. But it does not follow that its choice of forum state law was unconstitutional.
Case (5) is similar to case (1). The fact that the case (5) defendant is a state simply emphasizes that the case is a true conflict case. There would seem to be no principled reason for disturbing the remedial view of the Supreme Court in Nevada v. Hall, 208 and every reason of national litigation policy to support it. 2 09
Nor does case (2) seem a candidate for exceptional review, although it has probably given the Supreme Court more trouble than any other. Although the Court has dealt with other conflicts in time in a more assured way, 1 these "unilateral activity" cases are 475 F.2d 438 (2d Cir.) Chief Justice Traynor's celebrated opinion in Bernkrant v. Fowler 2 " 2 does raise a serious problem, but not because the defendant unilaterally moved to the forum state and then died there. The difficulty in Bernkrant was that the forum state might have invalidated the relied-upon agreement of the parties. Bernkrant thus inyokes a case (3) validity concern, only marginally related to the case (2) conflict in time.
Suppose it is the plaintiff that seeks the benefit of a unilateral move rather than the defendant. Cases like Allstate Insurance Co. krant v. Fowler, 21 9 in which the promisor moved to an invalidating state and then died, and Lilienthal v. Kaufman, 220 in which the promisor, who had previously been declared a spendthrift by the forum, knowingly ventured out from his own incapacitating state to take a captive from California "down the road to insolvency" with him. 221 A good example of case (4) is Wells v. Simonds Abrasive Co.; 222 Lilienthal is also a case in which a plaintiff was deprived of recovery because forced to an unfavorable forum.
Yet very probably even these cases should not be mad-exceptions to the general rule of minimal scrutiny of choices of law. There is, of course, the obvious objection that to make exceptions of these cases would be to import a new semblance of "vested rights" theory into conflicts law. 223 There is the burden of explaining why plaintiffs' rights "vest" and defendants' rights do not. 22 4 And there is the further risk that review of these sorts of cases would result in seemingly determinate rulings, capable of gross misapplications in courts below.
There is also the technical but interesting point that such cases can be made exceptions only if we recognize one exception at a time. Permitting multiple exceptions would create cases in which neither interested state would have lawmaking power. Suppose, for example, that the widow in the Wells case had a clear right under the laws of her own state to recover for the death of her decedent, injured there. Forced to sue at the place of manufacture, she will lose this right. The Supreme Court therefore finds this an appropriate case for exceptional case (4) restrictive review. But now suppose that the widow's home state were trying the case, the manufacturer having conveniently waived objections to personal jurisdiction. If there were a further exception to minimal scrutiny for cases falling in the class of case (1), the home state constitutionally could not apply its law to expand the obligation of the defendant manufacturer who had acted in his own territory and who would thus be entitled to his domestic statute of limitations. Given exceptions for both case (1) and case (4), neither state would have power to regulate a case like Wells.
Today a state in such a position could adopt any one of a number of proposed solutions for true conflicts cases, 228 all of which would result, in a case like Wells, in allowing the plaintiff to try to prove her case.
But just as the choice of law in the Wells case was the wrong choice the Supreme Court's decision sustaining the choice was the right decision. There are no constitutional limits on the choice of an interested state's law, and there ought to be none.
"But sometimes the path that we are beating out by our travel is more important to the future wayfarer than the place in which we choose to lodge. ' 229 Whether or not the reader has followed the road with me to the conclusion I have reached, I hope that the theoretical framework that, has been used here will bring some clarification to the subject of constitutional control of choice of law.
